Bioluminescence refers to the production of light by living organisms. Bioluminescent bacteria with a variety of bioluminescence emission characteristics have been identified in Vibrionaceae, Shewanellaceae and Enterobacteriaceae. Bioluminescent bacteria are mainly found in marine habitats and they are either free-floating, sessile or have specialized to live in symbiosis with other marine organisms. On the molecular level, bioluminescence is enabled by a cascade of chemical reactions catalyzed by enzymes encoded by the lux operon with the gene order luxCDABEG. The luxA and luxB genes encode the α-and β-subunits, respectively, of the enzyme luciferase producing the light emitting species. LuxC, luxD and luxE constitute the fatty acid reductase complex, responsible for the synthesis of the longchain aldehyde substrate and luxG encodes a flavin reductase. In bacteria, the heterodimeric luciferase catalyzes the monooxygenation of long-chain aliphatic aldehydes to the corresponding acids utilizing reduced FMN and molecular oxygen. The energy released as a photon results from an excited state flavin-4a-hydroxide, emitting light centered around 490 nm. Advances in the mechanistic understanding of bacterial bioluminescence have been spurred by the structural characterization of protein encoded by the lux operon. However, the number of available crystal structures is limited to LuxAB (Vibrio harveyi), LuxD (Vibrio harveyi) and LuxF (Photobacterium leiognathi). Based on the crystal structure of LuxD and homology models of LuxC and LuxE, we provide a hypothetical model of the overall structure of the LuxCDE fatty acid reductase complex that is in line with biochemical observations.
Introduction
Bioluminescence is the phenomenon of light emission that results from an enzyme-catalyzed oxidation reaction in living organisms. Bioluminescence can be found in nearly all kingdoms of life with a variety of luciferases and luciferins, the enzymes and light-emitting molecule involved in light emission, respectively. Consequently, the spectral range of light emission of bioluminescent organisms spans from ca. 400 to 700 nm, i.e. from blue to red light. Varieties of blue are the most common colors in light emission followed by green. Only very few species emit violet, yellow, orange or red light. The reason for this color preference relates to the predominant environment of bioluminescent organisms, mainly living in the seawater, which can best be penetrated by blue light (λ max ca. 475 nm) [1] .
One component that nearly all bioluminescent reactions have in common is the dependence on oxygen. While molecular oxygen is used as an oxidizing agent in all cases, different biochemical reactions are catalyzed and various molecules are employed as luciferins. In fact, the enzymes involved in formation of excited state luciferins, the luciferases from evolutionary distant organisms, are neither related at the gene nor the protein sequence level [2] . As the individual mechanisms of the various bioluminescent systems strongly differ from each other, this review is focussed on bacterial bioluminescence.
In principle, the biological functions of bioluminescence can be categorized into four major groups: defense, counterillumination, prey attraction and intraspecific communication [1, 3] . However, the purpose of bioluminescence for marine bacteria is still obscure. The possible biological advantages of light emission can be diverse, since bioluminescent bacteria can be free-floating, colonizing the skin of marine animals as saprophytes, living in their intestine as commensal enteric symbionts or in their tissues and body fluids as parasites. One observation revealed that luminous bacteria associated with fecal pellets in the mid-depths of the ocean are involved in nutrition turnover. Various fishes are attracted to the luminous fecal debris, which is then consumed. The bacteria are ingested and transferred to the gut where they find a nutrition rich environment to proliferate. After excretion, the luminous bacterial culture is associated with fecal pellets again, restarting the proliferation-cycle [1, 4, 5] .
Another observation showed that some bioluminescent bacteria form a specific symbiosis with several families of marine fish or squids colonizing extracellular light organs [2] . For luminous bacteria living in symbiosis, the fish has the advantage of using the light emission for its purposes while the bacteria are provided with nutrition and an ideal growth environment [1] . In contrast, only few species were found in freshwater (e.g., V. cholerae) or terrestrial habitats (e.g., Photorhabdus species as symbionts of entomopathogenic nematodes) [2, 6] . Although the habitat and the main function of light emission might be different, all luminous bacteria are gram negative, motile, rod-shaped and facultative anaerobic [7] . Beijerinck was the first to categorize them into the genus Photobacterium [8] . With new bioluminescent bacteria being isolated and due to the advancements in analyzing and determining various genera, a new taxonomy and phylogeny was necessary [9] . As a matter of fact, establishment of new clades and reclassification of luminous bacteria is still ongoing.
So far, luminous bacteria have been found among three families, namely Vibrionaceae, Shewanellaceae and Enterobacteriaceae, within five main genera Vibrio, Photobacterium, Aliivibrio, Photorhabdus and Shewanella [2,6,10].
The lux Operon
Despite classification into three families, all bioluminescent bacteria share the genes coding for the proteins responsible for light emission. The enzymes involved in bacterial bioluminescence are encoded in an operon with a single promoter. The gene order is conserved over various bacterial strains with the core sequence luxCDABE [2] . Due to various species harboring the lux operon and being capable of cold light emission, it was assumed that bioluminescence evolved independently at least 40 times [1, 3] . Another hypothesis is that the lux operon arose once in the evolutionary past and that all genes have a common ancestor. Due to vertical gene transfer, gene duplications, losses and new recruitments, the constellations found today have evolved [2, 6, 9] . A schematic representation of different lux operons summarizes the gene architectures where sequence information is available so far ( Fig. 1) .
Additionally, Table 1 (supplement) lists all bioluminescent bacterial strains, where DNA and protein sequences of most genes of the lux operon are available. Starting from Photobacterium leiognathi subsp. mandapamensis ATCC 27561, where the gene sequence of the whole lux-rib operon is known, extensive BLAST searches on NCBI were performed to find all obtainable bioluminescent bacterial strains with the core genes luxCDABE. All obtained strains were reanalyzed in order to identify all related sequences and after rigorous evaluation, 49 bioluminescent bacterial strains remained, as listed in Table 1 . The bioluminescent bacterial strains given in Table 1 were the basis for sequence alignments to calculate conservation scores with the ConSurf server [11] for all structural models of the luciferase (Fig. 3 ) and the fatty acid reductase complex (Figs. 4-8) .
The genes luxA and luxB encode the heterodimeric luciferase; luxC, luxD, and luxE are part of the fatty acid reductase complex and luxG encodes a flavin reductase. Next to the core genes luxCDABE(G), additional genes are found within the lux operon (luxF; ribEBHA; luxI) or in a separate operon (luxR) adjacent to the lux operon, where the reading frame is in the oppposite direction (Fig. 1 ).
Enzymes and Reaction Mechanisms in Bacterial Bioluminescence
The core genes, luxCDABE(G), code for all enzymes involved in a complex machinery enabling bioluminescence. In bioluminescent bacteria, the heterodimeric enzyme luciferase (LuxAB) catalyzes the monooxygenation of aliphatic aldehydes to the corresponding acids utilizing reduced flavin mononucleotide (FMNH 2 ) as redox cofactor. Tetradecanal is postulated to be the natural substrate of bacterial luciferases, however long-chain aliphatic aldehydes with carbon chain [6] ). According to Table 1 (supplement) and available gene sequences and orders, the five most divergent bacterial strains (Vibrio harveyi, Aliivibrio fischeri, Photobacterium mandapamensis, Photobacterium leiognathi and Photorhabdus luminescens) were chosen to represent lux operon constellations. The color code of individual genes is also used for the corresponding protein models in Figs. 3-8 . The arrow above luxR indicates that its reading frame is oriented in the opposite direction (individual operon not directly linked to the lux operon).
lengths of 8 to 16 are also potential substrates [12] . From an excited state FMN-4a-hydroxide the energy is released as light, thus this intermediate serves as the light emitting luciferin [13, 14] . According to the structures of the luciferase, the active site enabling light emission is located in the α-subunit, while the β-subunit is presumably responsible for stability, folding and quantum yield. The two subunits share approximately 30% sequence identity suggesting that luxB arose by gene duplication of luxA [15] . The overal reaction mechanism of bacterial bioluminescence is depicted in Scheme 1.
The bacterial bioluminescent reaction belongs to the group of two component systems since reduced FMN is necessary for the reaction to proceed and has to be supplied by another enzyme than the luciferase itself [16, 17] . Due to its high similarity to Fre, a flavin reductase in E. coli, it was assumed that the protein LuxG has a similar function in bioluminescent bacteria [18] [19] [20] . In 2008, Nijvipakul et al. determined the function of LuxG as a NAD(P)H-dependent flavin reductase. LuxG converts free flavin (FMN) to reduced flavin (FMNH 2 ) that can be used by the luciferase for bacterial bioluminescence [21, 22] . Because the product FMNH 2 is prone to oxidation by molecular oxygen, it is still a matter of debate whether FMNH 2 is released by the reductase and freely diffuses to be sequestered by the luciferase or if a LuxG -LuxAB complex is formed in order to directly transfer reduced FMN from the reductase to the luciferase. A separate paragraph is dedicated to provide some more details related to this question.
To supply the long-chain aldehyde substrates to the luciferase, the proteins LuxC, LuxD, and LuxE constitute a fatty acid reductase complex [13] . The gene luxC encodes a NADPH-dependent acyl protein reductase (approximately 54 kDa), luxD specifies an acyl-transferase (approximately 33 kDa) and luxE encodes an acyl-protein synthetase (approximately 42 kDa). A schematic overview of the reactions catalyzed by this complex is shown in Scheme 2.
In addition to the canonical luxCDABE(G) gene cluster, a number of bioluminescent Photobacteria carry an additional luxF gene. Natural occurring nonsense mutations in this gene revealed that the strains carrying this inactivated luxF are luminous but to a lower degree. This would support the hypothesis that LuxF is somehow involved in regulating light intensity [23] . The additional gene luxF in the lux operon of photobacterial strains, led to the differentiation of two subgroups of Photobacterium leiognathi, Photobacterium leiognathi subsp. leiognathi (luxF − ) and Photobacterium leiognathi subsp. mandapamensis (luxF + ). Additional phenotypic characterization led to further discrimination of the two groups. P. leiognathi subsp. leiognathi shows higher light intensities at low salt concentrations and a more intense blue color, while P. leiognathi subsp. mandapamensis shows higher light intensities at high salt concentrations and blue-green color. Ast and Dunlap speculated that luxF arose through a gene duplication event of luxB in an ancestor of Photobacterium, which was lost again in the lineage leading to subsp. leiognathi in accordance with the observation that only Photobacterium leiognathi subsp. mandapamensis and Photobacterium phosphoreum contain luxF [24] .
During the structural characterization of the homodimeric protein LuxF, an unusual flavin derivative -6-(3′-(R)-myristyl)-flavin mononucleotide (myrFMN) -was discovered in keeping with the observed electron density (PDB 1FVP) [25] [26] [27] . More recently, it was reported that LuxF binding to myrFMN is important to prevent inhibition of the luciferase by this putative side product of the luciferase reaction. LuxF is thereby acting as a scavenger of myrFMN [28, 29] . The chemical nature of this side product of the bioluminescent reaction also provides insights into the mechanism of the luciferase reaction, described in more detail later in this review.
Recently, bacterial bioluminescence has been utilized as a reporter system in plant protoplasts as well as for single-cell imaging [30, 31] . Toward this end, Cui et al., have constructed a fusion of luxA and luxB from Photorhabdus luminescens that was further optimized by directed evolution. This resulted in five amino acid exchanges of which four were found in the domain that harbors the active site of the enzyme (corresponding to the α-subunit in the heterodimeric luciferase). However, the amino acid replacements are not in or near the active site and thus their effect on the activity and efficiency of the fused luciferase is unclear [31] . Furthermore, Gregor et al. have subjected the entire lux operon, i.e. including the genes encoding the fatty acid reductase complex as well as the flavin reductase, for optimization using directed evolution. Several beneficial mutations in luxA, luxB, luxC and frp could be identified that led to a seven-fold increase of brightness when expressed in Escherichia coli [30] . As before, the molecular reasons for enhanced light emission remain undetermined and may include several factors such as enhanced gene expression or increased enzyme activity/ efficiency. Although, these examples demonstrate the utility of bacterial bioluminescence for further applications, for example in the field of imaging, unfortunately they have failed to provide additional information on critical issues such as the population of the excited state and the involvement of amino acid residues in the active site as well as the dynamic interaction of the α-and β-subunits.
Genes Associated with the lux Operon
Apart from the core genes luxCDABE(G), various other genes are coregulated, coexpressed or linked to the lux operon. Having a closer look on these additional genes revealed their importance for fine tuning of light emission.
For some luminous bacteria, bioluminescence is regulated via cell density dependent induction or derepression of luciferase-gene expression, so called quorum sensing regulation. Small secondary metabolite levels, e.g. acyl homoserine lactones, reflect the cell density of bioluminescent bacteria. Especially for two bacterial strains, Aliivibrio fischeri and Vibrio harveyi, this regulatory mechanism was investigated in detail. Among many other regulatory factors, the genes luxI, within the lux operon before luxC, and luxR, directly adjacent to the operon with the reading frame in the opposite direction ( Fig. 1) , are involved in quorum sensing regulation. Furthermore, levels of autoinducers and their synthetases, transcriptional regulators, kinases involved in phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cascades and signal transduction cascades and even small quorum-regulatory RNAs play a role in this complex regulatory mechanism and influence the expression levels of the genes in the lux operon [2, 6, 32, 33] .
In strains of the genus Photobacterium, the genes ribEBHA may play a role in bioluminescence. These genes are involved in riboflavin biosynthesis and are an example for gene recruitment, constituting together with the lux genes the lux-rib operon -luxCDAB(F)EG -ribEBHA. These rib genes might facilitate light production as they provide a part of the Scheme 1. General reaction mechanism of bacterial bioluminescence. Long-chain aldehydes (CH 3 (CH 2 ) n CHO), reduced flavin mononucleotide (FMNH 2 ) and molecular oxygen (O 2 ) are converted by the enzyme luciferase (LuxAB) to the corresponding long-chain acids (CH 3 (CH 2 ) n COOH), oxidized flavin mononucleotide (FMN), water (H 2 O) and light emission (hν) with an approximate maximum at 490 nm. FMN substrate. Depending on the strain none, one or more of these rib genes are cotranscribed with the lux genes. Interestingly, there is no transcriptional stop or other regulatory terminator between lux and rib genes indicating coexpression [6, 34] .
In Scheme 3 the synthesis pathway of riboflavin/FMN is depicted with the involved rib proteins highlighted. DNA sequence analysis and alignment to homologous genes identified the rib genes and the corresponding function of the proteins. The gene ribE encodes a riboflavin synthetase (RibE) converting lumazine to riboflavin; ribB encodes 3,4-dihydroxyl-2-butanone 4-phosphate (DHBP) synthetase (RibB); ribH encodes the lumazine synthetase (RibH) and ribA encodes a GTP cyclohydrolase II (RibA) [34] .
Color Change in Light Emission
One of the first descriptions of a bioluminescent bacterial strain emitting light in a different color than blue-green was Photobacterium fischeri Y-1 (later V. fischeri). This strain emits yellow light and was isolated from seawater in 1977 [36] . The yellow fluorescent protein YFP binds FMN and shifts the light emission from around 490 nm to 545 nm. Interestingly, this color change was temperature dependent, where cells grown above 22°C will emit blue-green light and cells grown below 18°C will emit yellow light ( Fig. 2 ) [36] [37] [38] .
At the same time as YFP was discovered, another shift in light emission toward blue color was reported. The blue fluorescent protein (BFP, later termed lumazine protein) was isolated from Photobacterium phosphoreum, Photobacterium fischeri and Photobacterium leiognathi (later reclassified as P. mandapamensis) [39] [40] [41] [42] . The isolation of BFP from P. phosphoreum and the identification of its ligand as 6,7-dimethyl-8-ribityllumazine (lumazine), a precursor of riboflavin biosynthesis (Scheme 3), led to the renaming to lumazine protein (LumP) [43] . Comparing in vivo and in vitro analysis revealed that in vivo the bioluminescence maximum is at 475 nm, while in vitro the maximum lies at 490 nm. After addition of BFP to the in vitro reaction, the maximum shifts to 475 nm as in the in vivo result. The fluorescence spectrum matches the in vivo bioluminescence spectrum, but the BFP spectrum can be easily altered by temperature, dilution, pH, ionic strength and urea (due to an increase of free lumazine). Both antenna proteins (BFP and YFP) are species specific and can influence the kinetics by enhancing the light intensity and the decay rate [40, 41, [44] [45] [46] .
These first analyses led to vigorous discussions about the primary emitter of the bioluminescent reaction and the possible reaction mechanisms behind the energy transfer to the antenna proteins [40, 41, 44, 48, 49] . It was speculated that LumP and YFP form a complex with the luciferase enabling weak dipole-dipole Förster-type coupling of the high energy intermediate of the bioluminescent reaction with the antenna transitions. To make FRET (Förster resonance energy transfer) possible, a spectral overlap of the fluorescence spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor is needed [48, 49] . It was further suggested that the aldehyde substrate holds the two proteins (luciferase and antenna protein) in place. The complex formation has to take place before the excited state intermediate is formed to ensure the energy transfer in time [41, 42, 45, 48, 49] .
For LumP, X-ray analyses provided further insight in the mechanism. The crystal structure of the L49 N variant of the lumazine protein of P. leiognathi in complex with riboflavin (PDB: 3DDY) gave first structural information on the binding site. The crystal structure has high similarity with the riboflavin synthase of Schizosaccharomyces pombe and Escherichia coli. However, a closer comparison of riboflavin synthase and lumazine protein revealed certain differences, as the latter is a monomer in solution and binds only one molecule of 6,7-dimethyl-8-ribityllumazine (or riboflavin) in the N-terminal domain [50] . The crystal structure of LumP of Photobacterium kishitanii in complex with lumazine, riboflavin and FMN (PDB: 3A3G, 3A35; 3A3B) confirmed Scheme 2. Overview of individual reactions catalyzed by the LuxCDE fatty acid reductase complex. Intermediate species covalently linked to individual enzymes are shown in brackets beneath the corresponding reaction steps. The reaction cascade is initiated by the myristoyl transferase LuxD via unloading of myristic acid (R = (CH 2 ) 12 CH 3 ) bound to the acyl carrier protein (ACP). Covalently linked to Ser114 (Vibrio harveyi numbering) the acyl moiety is transported to the LuxCE complex and released as the free fatty acid that interacts with the LuxE synthetase. At the expense of ATP the fatty acid is activated by LuxE to acyl-AMP and in a second step covalently attached to Cys362. This intermediate is then channeled directly to the active site of the LuxC reductase, where it is initially transferred to Cys286 of LuxC. The latter intermediate is then reduced by NADPH resulting in aldehyde formation and dissociation of the product. Details of the individual processes are provided in the section -The fatty acid reductase complex (luxCDE).
Scheme 3. Schematic representation of the synthesis pathway of riboflavin (adapted from Fig. 2 in Sung, Lee, J. Photosci., [35] ). Guanosine triphosphate (GTP) is converted to 2,5-diamino-6-(5′-phosphoribosylamino)-4-pyrimidineone (DAPO) by RibA, which is further converted in three steps to 5-amino-6-(D-ribitylamino)uracil (APDO). Another route starts from ribulose 5-phosphate, which is converted to 3,4-dihydroxy-2-butanone 4-phosphate (DHBP) by RibB. The enzyme RibH produces the product 6,7-dimethyl-8-ribityllumazine (lumazine) from DHBP and APDO. Lumazine is converted to riboflavin by RibE, which is subsequently transformed into flavin mononucleotide (FMN) by a riboflavin kinase. one single binding site at the N-terminal region. Computational docking of LumP-Lumazine (PDB: 3A3G) with luciferase of V. harveyi (PDB: 3FGC) predicts complex formation, which is supported by complementary charge distributions on the surfaces of the luciferase and LumP. This suggests a possible direct energy transfer between those two proteins, as the ring system of lumazine is located in close proximity (approximately 10 Å) to the isoalloxazine ring of FMN [48, 51] . However, the overlap of the absorption spectrum of the lumazine with the emission spectrum of the luciferase is very small and, moreover, the shift in light emission is to higher energy (for color change toward blue at 475 nm). The question of how energy transfer is achieved remains unanswered [40, 44, 52] . Recent studies and reviews failed to provide deeper insight into the exact mechanism of the color change of bioluminescent emission [48, 53, 54] and thus this phenomenon remains puzzling.
Each enzyme presented above contributes to the core machinery of the lux operon enabling light emission, or even modulation of light intensity and color or regulation of bacterial bioluminescence. While the schemes provided above represent the overall reaction, they are simplified representations of complex molecular mechanisms. Using structural information from individual enzymes of the Lux family and addressing evolutionary conserved areas within these structures, allows a better understanding of the underlying core reaction mechanisms. Especially in combination with the comparison of so far not crystallized members of the lux operon with closely related enzyme families and homology modeling, molecular mechanisms and structure function relationships of the enzymes involved in bacterial bioluminescence can be described.
Structure-Function Relationships

The Mechanism of Bacterial Bioluminescence
Bacterial bioluminescence is based on a classical two-component system consisting of an enzyme (termed luciferase) that catalyzes the bioluminescent reaction, and a small molecule that acts as the lightemitting species in the course of the reaction (termed the luciferin, reviewed in [4, 55] ). In the case of bacterial bioluminescence, the luciferin is derived from flavin mononucleotide (FMN), which undergoes a sequence of reactions as shown in Scheme 4. FMN is widely used in nature as a versatile cofactor in a plethora of biochemical reactions involving the handling of electrons, i.e. oxidation-reduction reactions (EC class 1: oxidoreductases) [56] . The energy required to populate the excited state of the luciferin is derived from the oxidation of a long-chain fatty aldehyde, which is synthesized in bioluminescent bacteria from myristoyl-ACP (see Introduction and The fatty acid reductase complex, below), to the corresponding long-chain fatty acid.
In addition to the wealth of biochemical experiments addressing mechanistic aspects of bacterial bioluminescence, the elucidation of the crystal structure of a functional luciferase was a major milestone in understanding the involvement of individual amino acids and specific After monooxygenation of the long-chain aldehyde to the corresponding acid, an excited state FMN-4a-hydroxide is formed, which is the luciferin in the bacterial bioluminescent reaction. As this luciferin relaxes to the ground state, the free energy is released as light with an emission maximum at 490 nm. After release of one water molecule the catalytic cycle is completed and FMN returned to its oxidized ground state. structural elements. Molecular details of the luciferase from Vibrio harveyi have shown that the luxA and luxB gene products form a heterodimer consisting of two (βα) 8 barrels [57, 58] . The active site of the luciferase that needs to accommodate all substrates, shown in Scheme 1 (Introduction), was speculated to be present only in the LuxAsubunit. Subsequent crystal structures that have the oxidized FMN cofactor bound to the α-subunit confirmed this assignment of the active site and further demonstrated the importance of the β-subunit in stabilizing the active conformation of the α protomer via specific contacts between conserved residues in the β-subunit and an α-subunit loop region close to the active site (Fig. 3 panels A and B) [15] . Thus far, no structural information on the spatial orientation of the FMN and the aldehyde (or intermediates of the reaction) is available, preventing a more detailed interpretation of how the excited state is generated in the course of the overall reaction.
The central question in understanding any bioluminescent process revolves around two issues: (i) what is the structure of the excited state and (ii) how is it populated during the bioluminescent reaction? In order to tackle these questions, research efforts focused initially on the identification of reaction intermediates. A milestone toward a better understanding of the bioluminescent reaction was the identification of the FMN-4a-hydroperoxide (also referred to as intermediate II) that forms upon reaction of luciferase-bound reduced FMN with dioxygen (Scheme 4) [59, 60] . This intermediate is fairly stable in the absence of aldehyde substrates, with half-lives of up to 41 min at 4°C [60, 61] and decays to oxidized FMN and hydrogen peroxide. Its stability also enabled characterization by UV-Vis absorption and NMR-spectroscopy lending further support to its chemical structure [60, 62] . Interestingly, the same flavin intermediate is involved in the hydroxylation of aromatic substrates, e.g. ρ-hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase and phenol hydroxylase, which also carry out monooxygenation reactions [63] . However, none of these flavin-dependent aromatic hydroxylases produce light during the reaction of their respective substrates suggesting that fundamental mechanistic differences exist between these enzymatic systems. Following the identification of the FMN-4a-hydroperoxide as an intermediate of the bioluminescent reaction, the actual light-emitting species could be identified as the FMN-4a-hydroxide, which forms as a result of the reaction of the FMN-4a-hydroperoxide and the long-chain fatty aldehyde (Scheme 4) [14] . The chemical identity of the FMN-4a-hydroxide as the bioluminophore was also confirmed by a recent theoretical study [64] . These two intermediates are in fact linked by the FMN-4a-peroxyhemiacetal that forms by the reaction of the FMN-4a-hydroperoxide and the longchain fatty aldehyde (Scheme 4, bottom right). Since the FMN-4a-peroxyhemiacetal is less stable than the hydroperoxide, it could thus far only be detected by absorption spectroscopy [65] . After light emission the FMN-4a-hydroxide splits off water and returns into the oxidized state (Scheme 4, left), thus closing the catalytic cycle. Bacterial luciferases are not capable of reducing the oxidized flavin to the reduced state, in fact oxidized FMN binds rather weakly to the enzyme [66] , and therefore reduced FMN needs to be provided by other enzymes, such as NAD(P)H-dependent flavin reductases such as LuxG mentioned above (Scheme 4).
Although the sequence of chemical events shown in Scheme 4 is generally agreed upon, the generation of the excited FMN-4a-hydroxide from the FMN-4a-peroxyhemiacetal remains a matter of debate [67, 68] . Based on the overall bioluminescent reaction, Eberhard and Hastings proposed a Baeyer-Villiger mechanism for the bacterial luciferase reaction [69] . Although in keeping with the stoichiometry of the overall reaction, it does not per se explain how the excited state of the FMN-4a-hydroxide is populated. In fact, enzymes that reportedly follow a Baeyer-Villiger reaction mechanism, such as cyclohexanone monooxygenase, lack the production of light entirely [63] . Moreover, cyclohexanone monooxygenase converts boronic to boric acids in a Baeyer-Villiger reaction mechanism, whereas bacterial luciferase fails to catalyzes these oxidation reactions [61, 70] . This inconsistency led to the development of alternative mechanistic models that better explain the generation of the excited state of the luciferin [71] [72] [73] . Based on Fig. 3 . Crystal structure of the bacterial luciferase from Vibrio harveyi (PDB 3FGC). Panel A shows the characteristic heterodimer of LuxA (red) and LuxB (orange) in cartoon representation. The FMN cofactor in the active site is shown as yellow stick model. The characteristic loop region that mediates the contact between the α-and β-subunits is shown in grey [15] . Panels B, C and D feature the same luciferase dimer colored according to the conservation of residues among the members of bioluminescent bacteria (details of which sequences are aligned are shown in supplementary Table 1 ). Conservation scores from 1 to 9 correspond to an increase in evolutionary conservation and are colored according to the bar legend in the middle of the figure with higher scores (purple) indicating higher conservation. Panels B and C show the high conservation of residues at the heterodimer interface. Either LuxB or LuxA are shown in surface representation in panels B and C, respectively, and panel C features a 90°out of plane rotation of the dimer for better visibility of the highly conserved LuxA interface. Panel D shows both protomers in surface representation and highlights the strict conservation of residues in the open active site as well as its entrance. Conservation scores were computed with the ConSurf server [11] . kinetic studies using flavin analogs bearing different substituents at the 8-position of the isoalloxazine ring, it was proposed that a single electron transfer from the isoalloxazine moiety of the flavin to the distal oxygen atom of the peroxide initiates bond cleavage and the concomitant formation of a radical pair consisting of the FMN-4a-hydroxide radical cation and the substrate-derived carboxylic acid radical anion, as shown in Scheme 5 [71] . The transfer of an electron from the carboxylic acid radical anion to the FMN-4a-hydroxide radical cation eventually leads to the generation of the excited state of the FMN-4a-hydroxide. This mechanism, reminiscent of the so-called chemically initiated electron exchange luminescence (CIEEL) mechanism [74] , has received additional support from the observation that the electron transfer from the carboxylic acid radical anion to the FMN-4a-hydroxide radical cation provides sufficient energy (ca. 90 kcal/mol) to populate the excited state [72] . In a variation of this mechanism, the FMN-4a-peroxyhemiacetal directly decays to the FMN-4a-hydroxide and a dioxirane intermediate (Scheme 5, lower reaction path). This step is followed by an electron transfer, in this case from the FMN-4a-hydroxide rather than the FMN-4a-peroxyhemiacetal, yielding the same radical pair as before (Scheme 5). However, the dioxirane mechanism suffers from a major drawback: the FMN-4a-hydroxide appears twice in the reaction sequence, before and after the rate-limiting step that populates the excited state. This is in contrast to experimental findings that have demonstrated its occurrence only as a result of the relaxation of the excited state FMN-4a-hydroxide, i.e. after the rate-limiting step [14, 75] .
As mentioned above, the flavin-initiated electron transfer mechanism is conceptually derived from the CIEEL mechanism originally Scheme 6. Proposed mechanism for myrFMN formation (adapted from Scheme 3 in Tabib, Brodl, Macheroux, Mol. Microbiol. 2017 [29] ). As shown in Scheme 5, an electron is transferred from the N5 of the flavin to the distal oxygen atom of the peroxy moiety. A hydrogen rearrangement of the alkoxy radical (R 2 : (CH 2 ) 10 CH 3 ) intermediate leads to a C3 carbon radical. This combines with the flavin-4a-hydroxide radical cation forming a covalent bond between the C6 of the isoalloxazine ring and the C3 carbon of the myristyl aldehyde. After rearomatization and the oxidation of the aldehyde to the acid followed by release of water, 6-(3′-(R)-myristyl)-FMN (myrFMN) is formed.
Scheme 5. Mechanistic details of the flavin-initiated electron transfer and the dioxirane mechanism. In the former mechanism (upper reaction path), electron transfer from N5 of the isoalloxazine ring to the distal oxygen atom of the flavin-4a-peroxyhemiacetal (R 1 : ribityl monophosphate) leads to the formation of a substrate-derived alkoxy radical (e.g. R 2 : (CH 2 ) 12 CH 3 ) and the flavin-4a-hydroxy radical cation. Deprotonation of the alkoxy radical generates a resonance stabilized anion radical, which transfers an electron back to the flavin-4a-hydroxy radical cation thus leading to the population of the excited state of the flavin-4a-hydroxide. In an alternative route to this mechanism, the dioxirane mechanism (lower reaction path), the flavin-4a-peroxyhemiacetal forms a dioxirane intermediate, which then receives an electron from the flavin-4a-hydroxide (depicted in dark grey). As before, this leads to the flavin-4a-hydroxide radical cation and the subsequent generation of the excited state similar to the mechanism in the flavin-initiated electron transfer mechanism. In both reactions the rate limiting step is the electron donation from the reduced flavin moiety to the substrate moiety.
proposed by Schuster and was applied to rationalize the generation of a high energy intermediate in firefly bioluminescence [74, 76] . However, redetermination of chemiexcitation efficiencies yielded much lower values than originally reported and have led to a critical reevaluation of the validity of the CIEEL mechanism [77] . Since the classical CIEEL mechanism involves the transfer of an electron from the donor to the peroxide followed by back-transfer of an electron to generate the excited state of the fluorophore (or in the case of bioluminescence the excitated state of the luciferin), it has been argued that a charge transfer, i.e. not a "full" electron, may be sufficient to trigger the decomposition of the peroxide and subsequently leads to the generation of an excited state [77] [78] [79] [80] . Although most theoretical studies in the field of bioluminescence have focused on the firefly [78] [79] [80] and Cypridina bioluminescence [81, 82] , it is conceivable that an equivalent charge-transfer process occurs in the bacterial bioluminescent reaction. Taking this into consideration, the mechanism depicted in Scheme 5 (top) represents the extreme case of a "full" electron transfer but may in fact only involve the transfer of charge from the flavin to the peroxide bond to trigger the events leading to the generation of the excited state FMN4a-hydroxide.
In mechanistic terms it is also important to consider in which step the carbon-hydrogen bond at C1 of the aldehyde substrate is broken. As shown in Scheme 5, electron transfer is presumably followed by carbon-hydrogen bond cleavage. In order to assess whether this step is rate-limiting, kinetic isotope effects, using deuterated [1− 2 H]-aldehyde substrates, were determined. The moderate kinetic isotope effects of 1.4-1.9 [73, 83] suggested that carbon-hydrogen bond breakage is only partially rate-limiting and thus supports the electron transfer Fig. 7) [92] . Fig. 4 . Crystal structure of LuxD, the myristoyl-ACP-specific thioesterase from V. harveyi (PDB 1THT). Panel A shows the cartoon representation of LuxD in purple color with residues of the catalytic triad as stick models. The flexible hairpin element above the catalytic serine residue is colored in light red. Panels B and C feature the same coloration according to evolutionary conservation of residues introduced in Fig. 3 . Highly conserved residues of the whole surface region around the fatty acid binding site support its involvement in complex formation with LuxE and/or LuxC (see below). mechanism depicted in Scheme 5. More recently, a computational study suggested that the excited state is populated by a charge-transfer rather than an electron transfer mechanism [67] . In the proposed mechanism, carbon-hydrogen bond cleavage is directly connected to the generation of the excited state and thus a strong kinetic isotope effect should be observed, which is arguably not the case. On the other hand, it is also unclear how charge-transfer coupled to carbon-hydrogen bond cleavage results in the population of the excited state of the FMN-4a-hydroxide.
The transient occurrence of radicals during the bioluminescent reaction received further support by studies aiming to understand the origin of a mysterious flavin adduct, the so-called myristylated FMN derivative, i.e. 6-(3′-(R)-myristyl)-flavin mononucleotide (myrFMN) first discovered in bioluminescent Photobacteria [26, 28, 84] . In addition, it was shown that some bioluminescent marine bacteria have an additional gene, luxF, which encodes a protein (LuxF) that specifically binds four molecules of myrFMN per dimer [26] . LuxF presumably evolved by gene duplication of luxB and while LuxF retained parts of the overall fold, specific elements were removed and replaced by myrFMN specific binding elements [28] . This led to the hypothesis that LuxF acts as a scavenger of myrFMN to prevent the observed inhibitory effect on the luciferase reaction. However, the origin of myrFMN remained unclear until it was shown recently that myrFMN is in fact a side product of the luciferase reaction [29] . Based on this discovery, a mechanism was postulated that rationalizes the formation of myrFMN (Scheme 6). This mechanism invokes the rearrangement of the transient substrate-derived radical anion to a carbon radical that subsequently recombines with the FMN-4a-hydroxide radical cation to form the covalent myrFMN adduct (Scheme 6).
In our view, the formation of a carbon-carbon bond between the C6 position of the isoalloxazine ring and the C3 carbon of the aliphatic substrate molecule requires radical chemistry thus providing indirect support for an electron transfer mechanism being in operation in bacterial luciferase. In conclusion, the available data indicate the involvement of electron transfer as a central [95] using the crystal structure of methylmalonate semialdehyde dehydrogenase from Bacillus subtilis as template (PDB 1T90). The tetramer corresponds to a dimer of dimers, which are shown once as cartoon representation and once as molecular surface. Individual protomers of each dimer are colored in green and light green. For the dimer in cartoon representation, we also show stick models of the substrate analog (indole-3-acetaldehyde -blue) and the cofactor (NADP + − grey) in the respective binding sites obtained from the superposition of the LuxC model with indole-3-acetaldehyde dehydrogenase from Pseudomonas syringae (PDB 5IUW) and from the structure of an aldehyde dehydrogenase from Burkholderia multivorans (PDB 5JRY), respectively. Panels B, C and D provide an overview of the evolutionary conservation of residues according to the ConSurf server [11] and computed conservation scores (CS -bar legend). Panel B highlights the conserved residues at the interface of the individual LuxC dimers in the same orientation as panel A. For clarity, the dimer in cartoon representation is shown in transparent mode. Panel C shows a different orientation of the tetrameric assembly, to demonstrate the high degree of conservation in the active site generated at the interface of two subdomains of each LuxC protomer. Importantly, the substrate and the NADPH cofactor approach the active site from opposite sides. Panel D shows another view of one LuxC dimer highlighting the conservation of residues around the NADP + binding site. For better visibility loop regions covering the NADP + binding site are not shown in this
figure. Similar to the observations for LuxE, patches of strongly conserved residues can be found at surface elements near the active site that are not involved in LuxC oligomerization and are therefore likely involved in complex formation with the LuxE synthetase subunits.
step on the reaction path to the excited state of the FMN-4a-hydroxide as postulated in flavin-initiated electron transfer mechanism (Scheme 5, top line).
Generation of Reduced FMN
As mentioned above and indicated in Scheme 4, bacterial luciferase is a flavin-dependent monooxygenase and thus requires the supply of reduced FMN in order to initiate the bioluminescent reaction. This task is carried out by flavin reductases, which may use NADH and/or NADPH as reducing agents [16, 17] . Flavin reductases are either flavindependent (class 1) or independent (class 2) [68] and thus exhibit different properties in terms of the formation of binary and ternary enzyme substrate complexes. A central point in this context revolves around the question whether the reduced flavin (FMNH 2 ) is directly transferred from the flavin reductase to the luciferase or simply released and subsequently sequestered by luciferase. Since free reduced flavin may rapidly react with dioxygen to yield oxidized flavin and hydrogen peroxide, the latter mechanism is potentially wasteful and thus the direct transfer of reduced FMN to the luciferase presents an attractive alternative mechanism that avoids this complication. Indeed, in vitro studies have provided evidence for such a direct transfer of reduced FMN between the flavin reductase and luciferase from V. fischeri [85] . In contrast, a recent study using LuxG and the luciferase from P. leiognathi TH1 indicated that the acquisition of reduced FMN by luciferase occurs by free diffusion [86] . Clearly, direct transfer of reduced flavin from the reductase to the luciferase requires the formation of a stable protein complex in which the reduced flavin is "handed over". However, attempts to establish the formation of such a reductaseluciferase complex have been unsuccessful thus far. Similarly, it was shown that light emission by V. harveyi luciferase in transgenic Escherichia coli is supported by Fre, which is an oxidoreductase similar to LuxG from P. leiognathi [87] . Although it cannot be ruled out entirely, it appears unlikely that Fre (from E. coli) forms a protein complex with a luciferase from V. harveyi thus adding further support to the free diffusion mechanism. In agreement with this assessment, Campbell and Baldwin found no evidence for the existence of a Fre-luciferase complex [87] . From a structural perspective it should be noted that Fre from E. coli and LuxG from V. harveyi share about 40% sequence identity. Therefore, their molecular architecture is expected to be very similar and the mechanistic details involving substrate specificity and NAD(P) H binding can be inferred from the crystal structure of E. coli Fre [18] . (Fig. 4) . For generation of the LuxC-LuxE complex we used a different template for homology modeling of LuxC to better reflect the open apo-conformation that might be needed for the initial interaction with LuxE. This model was again generated with the SWISS-MODEL server [95] based on the apo form of the indole-3-acetaldehyde dehydrogenase (PDB 5IUU). The apo form is characterized by a modest opening of the active site accompanied by unstructured loop regions involved in substrate coordination.
With respect to the potential direct interaction of LuxG with the luciferase, the structural information cannot provide a direct answer. It should, however, be emphasized that during evolution the same flavin reductase fold has frequently been used to increase specificity for certain biochemical pathways by altering side chain functionalities in loop regions or by directly fusing the reductase domain with other functionalities such as ferredoxin units, FMN-flavodoxin modules or heme domains. Therefore, the inclusion of luxG in the lux operon might indicate some specialization of LuxG for enhanced light production, even though reduced FMN provided by other flavin reducing enzymes is also accepted by the luciferase. In conclusion, LuxG is an important NAD(P)H-dependent flavin reductase providing the luciferase with reduced FMN via free diffusion.
The Fatty Acid Reductase Complex (luxCDE)
Three enzymes are required for the production of the fatty aldehyde substrate of luciferase, a transferase, a synthetase and a reductase. Initially, the transferase (encoded by luxD) takes over the acyl moiety from acyl-ACP or acyl-CoA using the alcohol group of a serine residue to form an ester derivative, which is eventually hydrolyzed to the free acid [88] , a step that is greatly enhanced by interaction with the LuxE synthetase [89] . Subsequent elucidation of the crystal structure of LuxD from Vibrio harveyi and biochemical experiments showed that Ser114, which is part of a classical catalytic triad, is the acylated residue (Fig. 4) [90] . In addition, a flexible β-hairpin element is observed close to the catalytic serine that might control activation and/or release of the fatty acid in the appropriate environment of the LuxCDE reductase complex. Strikingly, the relatively flat triangular surface of LuxD featuring the catalytic residues is lined mostly by evolutionary conserved residues, suggesting that this part of the molecule is involved in formation of a specific complex with the remaining subunits of the fatty acid reductase complex [91] .
The synthetase subunit (encoded by luxE) activates the free acid at the expense of ATP, leading to the formation of acyl-AMP. This reacts with an invariant C-terminal cysteine residue to the corresponding thioester [92] . No structural information is available for LuxE, however, the close relationship with acyl-CoA synthetases provides an opportunity to generate homology models of LuxE.
Even though sequence identities to the closest homologs are below 18%, the core regions of the synthetase units feature highly conserved residues with structural implications indicating the conservation of the overall protein fold. Also, the ATP binding site features full conservation of residues involved in base recognition and phosphate binding as well as the magnesium coordination shell close to the triphosphate of ATP. Interesting differences can be observed in the C-terminal part of the proteins where a flexible subdomain is involved in coenzyme A coordination and formation of the CoA derivatives [93] . For LuxE this subdomain is missing and replaced by a hairpin element that contains the acylated Cterminal cysteine residue (Cys362, [92] ). Based upon open and closed structures of acyl-CoA synthetases, we generated models of LuxE in the two states using the structures of acyl-CoA ligase from Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron (PDB 4R1L) and phenylacetateCoA ligase from Burkholderia cenocepacia [94] , respectively (Fig. 5) . Importantly, while biochemical data suggested LuxE to be monomeric [91] , the modeling approach strongly supports a dimeric LuxE species. This is supported by the observation of untypical elution behavior during gel filtration considering monomeric LuxE and the fact that the monomer was assigned based on the absence of lysine specific crosslinking experiments [91] -Lysines that are absent near the interface of the dimeric models. The dimeric assembly is further supported by the high degree of evolutionary conservation of residues at the corresponding molecular interface (Fig. 5 C) .
The flexibility and surface exposure of the catalytically important cysteine residue located at the C-terminus of LuxE allows it to reach into the active site of the reductase (encoded by luxC) where the thioester is reduced by NADPH to the aldehyde with concomitant release of the free fatty aldehyde. Several studies have confirmed the interaction between LuxC and LuxE and it has been shown that their interaction greatly stimulates their respective activities [89, 91, 92, [96] [97] [98] . In order to rationalize the interaction on a molecular level, we employed a similar homology modeling approach as for LuxE. Although the sequence identity of LuxC to aldehyde dehydrogenases is rather low (around 18%), we could generate homology models that nicely confirm the tetrameric assembly of LuxC, as indicated by biochemical experiments [91, 98] (Fig. 6 ). In addition, an overlay of the model with a substrate bound indole-3-acetaldehyde dehydrogenase (PDB 5IUW) [99] supports the biochemical observation of Cys286 being the active site residue that is acylated prior to reduction by the NADPH cofactor [97] (Fig. 6 A) . Also, the high evolutionary conservation of residues at the tetrameric interfaces as well as the substrate and cofactor binding sites further demonstrate the validity of the overall LuxC model (Fig. 6  B-D) .
It is well established that LuxD, LuxE and LuxC form a large multifunctional complex consisting of four reductase, four synthetase and two to four transferase subunits with an overall molecular mass of ca.500 kDa [91] . It was demonstrated that the LuxD transferase subunit is readily lost during purification of the complex, but that the maximum stimulation of activity was observed for equimolar concentrations of all components [91] . Therefore, we have attempted the reconstruction of a LuxC 4 LuxD 4 LuxE 4 complex based on our homology models in combination with available functional data and conservation of residues among LuxCDE containing organisms. The complex is highly specific for the processing of myristoyl-ACP in agreement with reports that myristyl aldehyde (tetradecanal) is the main substrate in the luciferase reaction [12, 88] . In this context, it should be noted that other acyl-CoA derivatives are accepted by the reductase and thus aldehydes with different chain length may be used by the luciferase for light production. Considering the overall good agreement of the homology models of LuxC and LuxE with biochemical data, we had a closer look at the complementarity of individual interfaces. Based on the evolutionary conservation of residues and distance restraints between individual active sites in the high affinity complex of LuxC and LuxE, we observed a tantalizing molecular interface for their direct interaction. As shown in Fig. 7 , the distance between two active sites present in LuxC and their relative orientation perfectly matches the distance and orientation of the mobile LuxE element that harbors the acylated cysteine residue. It is known that the interaction between LuxC and LuxE is important for stimulating the acylation of LuxE [97] and even though molecular details of the presented structural models should be considered with caution, the observed interaction of the open LuxE conformation with LuxC might correspond to a functional state where the transfer of the acyl group between LuxE and LuxC can be realized. Considering, however, the importance of protein dynamics in forming open and closed conformations in the synthetase family [93] as well as in the reductase family [100] , it should be stressed that the manually placed model of the LuxC-LuxE complex presented here is an approximation and will require experimental support from crystallographic data or potentially reconstructions from electron micrographs.
Based on biochemical data and crosslinking experiments also LuxD is implicated to be involved in complex formation with LuxE and LuxC [89, 91] . Considering the relatively open active site and the triangular shape needed to shield the active site from bulk solvent (Fig. 7  C) we noticed that the outline of LuxD (Fig. 4) perfectly matches this substrate access route. Since the active site serine of LuxD carrying the acyl moiety is positioned centrally at the triangular interacting surface and the LuxCE access route is relatively open, the exact rotational position of LuxD is difficult to address based on our LuxC 4 E 4 model. Nevertheless, the elongated triangular shape of LuxD and its surface complementarity to the complex model (Fig. 7) allowed a manual placement of four LuxD protomers to obtain a symmetric LuxC 4 D 4 E 4 complex (Fig. 8) that is in line with biochemical observations and the evolutionary conservation of residues at the molecular surfaces of individual subunits. In fact, this model also supports the idea that the active site cavity formed at the interface of a LuxCDE complex is used for substrate channeling from LuxD to LuxE and further to LuxC, preventing unwanted dissociation of free fatty acids or unwanted side reactions of the acyl-AMP moiety. The final product of the reductase subunit, the aldehyde, can eventually be transferred to the luciferase for initiating light production.
Conclusions
The mesmerizing phenomenon of light emission by living organisms has attracted many scientists of various fields for many decades. As described in this review and summarized in Fig. 9 , bacterial bioluminescence is a wonderful showcase for the tantalizing complexity of bioluminescence. Although the enzyme luciferase catalyzes a rather trivial oxidation of an aldehyde to the corresponding acid, the mechanism that leads to the population of an excited state remains a major challenge for mechanistic and structural biochemists in particular as sound high-resolution data on reaction intermediates is still lacking. On the organismic level, many questions revolving around the putative functions of bioluminescence for bacteria are still unanswered. Despite the progress achieved over the last decades, the fascination with bioluminescence will surely prompt many more research efforts to challenge the current frontiers of our knowledge. Fig. 9 . Bacterial bioluminescence in a nut shell. The central player in bacterial bioluminescence is the heterodimeric luciferase (red/orange; see Fig. 3 ), which carries out the oxidation of long-chain fatty aldehydes to the corresponding acid accompanied by light emission (see Scheme 1). The required reduced FMN is provided by a NAD(P)H-dependent FMN reductase (LuxG, on the left side the structure of the closely related enzyme Fre of E. coli is shown in olive; PDB 1QFJ [18] ) and the fatty aldehyde is synthesized through the multifunctional complex consisting of LuxCDE (green, violet and blue model on the right; see Fig. 8 ).
